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Readers who turn to the Oxford Handbook
of the Cold War expecting a standard refer-
ence guide will be surprised. As they explain
in their introduction, the editors deliberately
did not „solicit essays that focused on par-
ticular way stations and watershed moments
throughout the history of the cold war“ (p.
2). Hence the Handbook does not include
chapters on topics such as containment, the
Marshall Plan, the Cuban missile crisis, the
Korean and Vietnam Wars, or Détente. And
while the dust jacket features the inevitable
image of the Berlin Wall, neither the build-
ing nor the fall of the Wall receives much at-
tention. The editors concede that the „su-
perpower rivalry between the United States
and the Soviet Union“ (p. 1) remains rele-
vant, but should no longer be seen as an exclu-
sive paradigm. They promise that the Hand-
book will provide a „wide-ranging reassess-
ment of the cold war based on innovative con-
ceptual frameworks“ (p. 1). Not surprisingly,
the key conceptual framework is to be found
in a global history that „reveals nuances, id-
iosyncrasies, and complexities obscured by
more traditional accounts“ (p. 2). Rather
than choosing a chronological approach, the
editors have grouped the Handbook’s thirty-
four essays into four main parts: conceptual
frameworks, regional cold wars, and strate-
gies of waging the cold war, as well as social
and cultural developments that challenged
the cold war paradigm of a bipolar geopo-
litical superpower conflict. The concluding
essay on „The End of the Cold War,“ oddly
listed as a fifth part, appears to be strangely
mistitled, however. The author, Nicholas
Guyatt, offers no analysis of why the cold war
came to an end other than blaming the demise
of the Soviet Union on Gorbachev’s reforms
(pp. 605–606) and mainly lambasts Western
triumphalism, American post-cold war uni-
lateralism, and the rise of neoliberal capital-
ism. The end of the cold war, a topic of

ongoing debates among historians, deserves
a more in-depth treatment than the Oxford
Handbook provides.

Obviously, the editorial policy to leave
out surveys of „traditional“ cold war topics
comes at a price. The Oxford Handbook is
of limited use for students and general read-
ers, who will have to look elsewhere for ba-
sic information on the major crises and con-
frontations during the cold war. In contrast,
historians will assess the Handbook’s contri-
bution to scholarship by pondering the extent
to which it redeems its claim to „liberate the
cold war from the bipolar perspective with-
out denying or minimizing the vital signifi-
cance of that conflict“ (p. 4). Going beyond
the superpower rivalry, the editors suggest,
will help us see other, perhaps even more im-
portant, developments such as the central role
of the United Nations, human rights, decolo-
nization, and, most of all, globalization.

Among the essays listed under the heading
of „Conceptual Frameworks,“ Akira Iriye’s
„Historicizing the Cold War“ is arguably the
most provocative. Scolding historians of
international relations for their alleged ob-
session with geopolitics, security, and war,
Iriye contends that „after the Second World
War, non-geopolitical developments became
so powerful that to give the cold war the
privilege of defining the postwar chronology
would be a grave distortion of history“ (p.
17). The cold war, he continues, was a „foot-
note in the longer and ultimately more con-
sequential story of decolonization“ (p. 18) as
well as a „footnote to human rights history“
(p. 19). Most importantly: „Globalization
was a far more significant and enduring his-
torical development than the cold war.“ (pp.
29–30) Nuclear weapons, according to the au-
thor, were the cold war’s only „major imprint
on contemporary history“ (p. 21), yet, „the
real winners [of the cold war] were the non-
national, transnational forces that united and
integrated nations and peoples, forces that
were often submerged under the dictates of
geopolitics but proved far more enduring as
agents of historical transformation“ (p. 29).
The cold war, we are led to believe, was little
more than a temporary setback in the ultimate
triumph of globalization and transnational-
ism. Yet Iriye’s account not only amounts
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to a remarkably optimistic, almost teleologi-
cal, master narrative of globalization, it also
ignores that the cold war was itself a ma-
jor driving force of globalization, as Hyung-
Gu Lynn persuasively argues in his essay, fo-
cusing on communications technology, trans-
portation, and international agreements.

Apparently, few other Handbook authors
share Iriye’s dismissal of the cold war as a
„minor theme in the broader history of global-
ization“ (p. 17), nor do all authors readily for-
feit geopolitics and, for that matter, the signif-
icance of the nation state. As the essays by Ian
Jackson, Geoffrey Warner, Vladimir Pechat-
nov, Vladislav Zubok, and Campbell Craig
bear out, power wielded by nation states re-
mains an indispensable category for analyz-
ing the cold war. Pechatnov is to be espe-
cially commended for his clear-cut answer to
the key question why the Soviet-American ri-
valry ended like it did: „First, the West had
the better model [. . . ]. Second, the West had
much greater resources at its disposal than the
Soviet bloc [. . . ]. Third, [. . . ] the US possessed
a better cold war strategy.“ (p. 117) Even if
averse to „Western triumphalism,“ none of
the Handbook contributors makes a serious
effort to defend the viability of the Soviet sys-
tem, let alone deny its repressive character.

As the editors rightly emphasize, the thirty-
four essays in the Handbook do not repre-
sent a historiographical consensus on the cold
war. Indeed, it is the plurality of approaches
and interpretations which makes the book a
stimulating read in the first place. At a closer
look, however, it seems to me that most es-
says stay squarely within the bipolar frame-
work and treat the superpower rivalry as a
determining variable. Building on a wealth of
case studies written over the past twenty-five
years, all regional chapters probe into how the
superpower rivalry affected the respective re-
gion or country, how regional and national
leaders positioned themselves in the global
conflict, and how they tried to avoid or ex-
ploit it. This is a solid and informative ap-
proach but hardly a path-breaking new per-
spective. In a similar vein, most chapters in
Part IV look at how the cold war triggered so-
cial movements and influenced cultural cur-
rents, often validating the bipolar framework
without acknowledging it explicitly. Brenda

Plummer chronicles how race influenced the
pursuit of US foreign policy during the cold
war and how the cold war affected the black
freedom struggle in America. Helen Laville’s
essay on „Gender and Women’s Rights“ con-
trasts American and Soviet gender ideologies,
pointing out that American discourses fo-
cused on domesticity and consumerism while
the Soviet ideal of gender equality dwelt on
female workforce participation. Dianne Kirby
bases her analysis of the religious cold war
on two competing trajectories of secularism,
namely socialist notions of laicism versus the
Judeo-Christian secularism extolled by Amer-
ican leaders. Philipp Gassert’s account of
„Oppositional Movements East and West“
is impressively broad and knowledgeable in
its global scope but concludes unequivocally:
„In the decades between World War II and the
1980s, the history of the world was shaped by
the competition between the two superpow-
ers.“ (p. 446)

No review of 1,200 words can do full jus-
tice to the wealth of information, insight, and
intellectual challenges that the thirty-four es-
says of the Oxford Handbook of the Cold
War comprise. Nor should reviewers criticize
editorial choices simply because they would
have made different ones. I admit that I was
skeptical of the editors’ deemphasizing „tra-
ditional“ cold war topics and issues in what
after all claims to be a „handbook“, and I con-
fess that I have to be fully persuaded yet. Still,
I have greatly benefited from reading the book
as will all scholars who are interested in the
key conflict that defined global history in the
second half of the twentieth century and will
arguably remain a vibrant field of historical
scholarship in the foreseeable future.
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